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Memory as Mediated Text in Jim Crow’s Sool
Race, Remembering, and Jim Crow’s Teachers by
Hilton Kelly is an entry in the Routledge series Studies
in African American History and Culture, edited by Graham Hodges. Kelly interviewed forty-four former classroom teachers in all-black schools. e participant pool
included fourteen males and thirty females, aged ﬁynine to eighty-ﬁve. Almost all of the participants later
taught in integrated schools aer court-ordered desegregation. An analytic-inductive process was used to categorize the data collected from the interviews. As common themes and paerns emerged, they were coded and
analyzed. In addition to oral interviews, archival data
from ﬁve Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCUs) in North Carolina was utilized.

ing, “the good and valued all-black school” (p. 9). e
works cited are a canon for researchers such as Kelly who
aﬃrm the inherent goodness of the all-black school. e
study addresses two broad questions: 1) “What was the
quality and character of teachers and teaching in legally
segregated schools for blacks?” and 2) “In spite of statesponsored racism and discrimination, how did teachers
prepare black students for skilled jobs, civil rights, and
social power” (p. 4)? e author seeks to provide an alternative to the following standard interpretations: 1) that
black schools were “inherently inferior”; and 2) that they
were remarkably good despite the social strictures (p. 4).
By examining the memories of teachers who taught in
black schools before and aer integration, Kelly strives
e book is divided into three sections: 1) “Remem- to evoke a middle ground between these opposing views.
bering Teachers and Teaching”; 2) “Hidden Transcripts
Revealed”; and 3) “Remembering Jim Crow’s Teachers.”
Kelly explains that memory is not only recall but
e appendix contains a statement on methodology, in- rather a “mediated remembering and reconstructing of
terview questions, and a table of demographics and char- the past” (p. 5). Mediation is necessary to avoid the hisacteristics of participants. In the foreword, educational torical fallacy of presentism, whereby the past is domsociologist George W. Noblit makes a case for oral his- inated and evaluated by present-day aitudes and betory “as a corrective to the accounts sponsored by those liefs. e texts themselves are the memories of the black
in dominant positions in power” (p. xiiv). Noblit de- teachers in Kelly’s study. Groups perceive and interpret
fends Kelly’s reliance on oral history and suggests that events according to a sociocultural context. While a cerethnohistories–particularly those that counter the oﬃ- tain event may be powerful and meaningful to one group
cial (or dominant) version–can advance social theory in (e.g., African Americans), it may hold an entirely difsome new and important ways. Moreover, according to ferent meaning to another (e.g., whites). Kelly’s quesNoblit, Kelly utilizes key theoretical constructs in a way tion, then, becomes this: How is the past represented
that “pushes the discourse into new domains” (p. xv).
by groups or individuals who experience it diﬀerently?
In part 1, the author establishes the body of knowledge for this study. Namely, he cites works by David S.
Cecelski, Michele Foster, Linda Perkins, Vanessa Siddle
Walker, Adam Fairclough, Noblit, and Van O. Dempsey
as well as others who have wrien historical or sociological works dealing with black schooling in the South
during segregation. Some are regional works, but the
common denominator is their emphasis on reconstruct-

Some text, like the language used by Supreme Court justices in the ruling of Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka (1954) cast the black schools as inherently inferior and averred that blacks would beneﬁt from placement in desegregated schools. When it comes to black
schools, then, the “goods” have historically been downplayed or rendered silent. But by searching out and listening to unheard voices and accounts–by resurrecting
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the silence–the “oﬃcial text” can be not only balanced, ing children according to their ability, visiting the parbut corrected. Kelly also utilizes excerpts from Richard ents, and encouraging the students to be prepared for the
Wright’s “e Ethics of Living Jim Crow: An Autobio- workforce.
graphical Sketch” to analyze the conditions imposed by
Within the black community, teachers were perracial segregation.[1]
ceived as having “made it”–in other words, they had beKelly employs the term “geopolitical practice” to come members of a growing black middle class. Furtherjustify concentrating on black teachers in three rural more, Kelly suggests that the black teachers “promoted
communities–Edgecombe, Wilson, and Nash–located on the acquisition of educational capital in the form of genthe coastal plain of North Carolina. Taken from the book erating materials and supplies, situated curriculum and
Race, Place, and the Law, 1836-1948, geopolitical practice instruction, mobilizing human resources, and forging a
is “social and political actions oriented toward reshap- double consciousness with students” (p. 7). Based on the
ing the spatial conditions of social life” (p. 17).[2] Kelly’s writings of Pierre Bourdieu, Kelly deﬁnes “educational
thesis is that black teachers used schooling as a geopo- capital” as the “qualiﬁcations (academic credentials or
litical space for preparing “black youth for skilled jobs, certiﬁcations) that can be used for social mobility regardcivil rights, and social power” (p. 18). Although geopo- less of social origin or family background” (p. 67). Edulitical practice is an intriguing idea that seems relevant to cational capital, then, gave African Americans the “hope
this study, readers may ﬁnd that it is not as thoroughly that formal academic standards or qualiﬁcations would
explored (or explained) as it might have been.
be the ’great equalizer’ despite its limitations in an opCiting archival sources, Kelly refutes the common pressive society” (p. 70). Within this milieu, educational
criticism that black teachers were unlicensed or under- capital could be utilized to obtain jobs and achieve social
prepared. Although that was true during Reconstruction, power. Kelly does not go into detail about what skills
during the 1940s, there was actually a surplus of black the students might have obtained, however. Instead, he
teachers who had gone on to complete graduate degrees. leaves it up to future researchers to “explore the speciﬁc
By 1947-48, a higher number of black rural teachers held skills, knowledge, and credentials that black students obtained and map out outcomes before and aer integrateacher certiﬁcation than white rural teachers.
tion” (p. 67). He admits that, while black teachers had
However, many of the participants in this study did
the task of upliing the race beyond the acquisition of
not choose teaching as a ﬁrst choice but only aer other
cultural capital (dominant speech, dress, and behavior),
venues were closed to them due to racial segregation. All
poor and working-class black parents could not give their
of the teachers had aended all-black schools, but some
students the tools with which to bridge the gap between
had earned graduate degrees from traditionally white inthemselves and the dominant white society.
stitutions. Although Kelly wants to focus on the “goods”
In part 3, Kelly concludes with an evaluation of the
of black schools, the teachers also remember inferior rebeliefs
and actions of black teachers as interpreted from
sources such as second-hand textbooks, outdoor toilets,
the
oral
interviews. He returns to Richard Wright’s auand broken-down buses (if any). All of them spoke of
tobiography
to illustrate the limits of educational capihaving to purchase their own school supplies: in fact,
tal.
In
Wright’s
account, the protagonist acquires skills
some were actually required to do so by their principal
that
would
enable
him to be employed in the oﬃce of
through a “teacher tax” (p. 52).
a white-owned optical company. However, the applicaIn part 2, the author introduces the element of “retion of his skills was thwarted by racial prejudice and,
spectability.” Black teachers thought that moral responhence, his skills could not be used. Kelly suggests that the
sibility, industry, and education would distance them
actions and beliefs of teachers in all-black schools were
from racial stereotypes and upli the race out of their
counter-hegemonic and that schools were places of resisformerly enslaved status. is aitude not only led to
tance. Teachers viewed their work as a geopolitical act
an embrace of the self-help philosophy but also created
that could ultimately change the racial order. e reader
a class diﬀerentiation amongst blacks. Although Kelly
is not given examples of a geopolitical pedagogy, howdoes not refer to schooling as socialization, he does sugever. And despite the risk of presentism, Kelly suggests
gest that respectability was taught by black teachers. In
that a reexamination of teachers’ oral histories might inaddition, the pedagogy of black teachers included culturform today’s teacher on how to deal with schools that are
ally relevant teaching in their classrooms. Some charsegregated by social class.
acteristics of that pedagogy emerge from the oral interviews: for example, the use of grouping students, teachKelly has wrien a provocative book that privileges
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memory, when mediated, as a text and a means of reconstructing the condition of teaching in an all-black school
prior to integration. As Kelly notes, the literature about
black schools falls into two opposing categories: black
schools were either remarkably good or inherently inferior. e voices in Kelly’s book suggest that there was
a middle ground, however. ere seems to be no debate that black schools were inferior when it came to resources and supplies. e teachers, however, were dedicated, well prepared, and creative. ey seem to have
enjoyed community support, even if they had to initiate
contact with parents and caregivers themselves. In addition, the teachers functioned as role models who not only
represented the middle class but also possessed the tools
of resistance to Jim Crow society. One wonders, however, if the teachers’ descriptions of their experiences are
not indicative of the shared ordeal as described by Dan C.
Lortie, whereby the diﬃculties of a situation are muted
by the camaraderie that develops under stressful circumstances.[3]
Despite the fact that teaching was not always their
ﬁrst choice of profession, the teachers worked in schools
without adequate resources in an oppressive society.

One teacher summed it up: “We are survivors! e
black race is [full o] survivors” (p. 75). It is possible
that the painful memories have been overridden by the
“good” memories of collegiality, bonding, and a shared
purpose of going up against “the system.” e shared ordeal forges an identity, but it is uncertain what role it
played in the lives of these teachers or how it was mediated in this study. As Kelly notes, he has raised (deliberately or perhaps unintentionally) questions that future researchers will need to investigate before holistic
answers to the two broad questions posed at the beginning emerge.
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